
When your package is ready for the shipping and transporting process, having the 
right stretch film is critical in making sure your product arrives safely and damage 
free. With so many options on the market, though, it can be overwhelming to try to 
choose. Let’s take a look at some of the most important things to keep in mind. 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT STRETCH FILM
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STRETCH FILM VS. SHRINK FILM

Although they do have similarities, stretch film and 
shrink film are very different in application. Stretch 
film is the highly elastic material used to secure 
items together to form a load.  Ideally, the film is 
“stretched” before it’s applied and then it recovers to 
tighten and secure the load. Wrapping and “locking” 
the load to the pallet provides even more benefits. 

In contrast, shrink wrap is a plastic material 
designed to package individual products or bundles. 
Instead of being stretched, it is applied through a 
process using heating elements to form the loose-
fitting bag around the product(s), followed by the 
application of heat to “shrink” it down to cling to a 
product’s contours.

What to Consider When Choosing Stretch Film 

Choosing the right stretch wrap requires 
consideration of several factors:
• Mode of transportation and distance shipping 
  from point A to point B
• The environment where the wrapping is done 
  and the pallets are stored
• Load characteristics – weight, total height 
  and width
• Load configuration (loads are all the same or 
  loads vary) 
• Special considerations, such as opaque wrap to 
  conceal contents, or specialized materials to 
  protect from dust or moisture 
• Whether you are applying the film by hand or by 
  machine, along with any requirements related to 
  the machine itself

Stretch film comes in a wide variety of types, each 
with its own pluses and minuses. Choosing the 
right film comes down to the considerations above 
and matching the right film for the application.  
Conventional wisdom has typically been to shop 
by the price of the roll of film. While the roll cost is 
very important, it is much better to choose and buy 
based on the “lowest cost per load.” 

With the advancements in technologies, stretch 
films are now thinner AND stronger than the 
traditional films so companies can go with a 
thinner gauge without giving up load integrity.  
This being the case, manufacturers are putting 
more film on a roll which means more cost saving 
efficiencies with fewer film change overs.  

Lastly, many companies are wasting stretch film 
during their wrapping process by putting too 
much film on the load than what is needed. 

Choosing the right stretch film for the application 
can reduce waste, increase the number of loads 
that can be wrapped from a single roll, and can 
reduce labor and equipment costs as well.  

The Right Stretch Film for Your Application

At Athens, we offer a wide variety of stretch film 
options, including:  
• Pre-stretch film
• Several vibrant colors as well as black 
  opaque film
• Cast and blown films
• Anti-static film
• VCI stretch film with corrosion inhibitor
• Ventilated pallet wrap and netting

Talk to your Athens team today to discover 
what solutions are right for you!

The image is from Highlight Industries’ Synergy Stretch Film Systems line. 


